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Spin and charge dynamics in the Cu-O chains of YBa2Cu4O8
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We report an NQR-NMR study of the chain copper and apex oxygen in the high-temperature superconductor
YBa2Cu4O8. AboveTc , the temperature dependences of the Cu spin-lattice relaxation rate and the Knight shift
are quantitatively described in the framework of the one-dimensional electron gas model, where the anisotropy
and the correlation of the chain electron system are taken into account. Electric-field-gradient fluctuations due
to charge carriers in the chains contribute partly to the chain Cu relaxation and dominate the apex oxygen
relaxation. The different temperature dependences of the magnetic and quadrupolar relaxation rates of the
chain Cu seem to confirm the separation of low-energy spin and charge excitations~spin-charge separation!,
expected in the framework of the one-dimensional electronic gas model. Finally, we present experimental
evidence that belowTc the Cu-O chains become superconducting through the proximity effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The high-temperature superconductor~HTSC! com-
pounds YBa2Cu3O7 ~Y123 for short! and YBa2Cu4O8

~Y124! contain single and double Cu-O chains, respective
Even though these compounds are among the most wi
studied of the HTSC, no established consensus has
reached for the ground state and the low-energy excitat
of the single and double chains.1–4

Because of the anisotropy of the electronic properties s
gested by the crystalline structure and confirm
experimentally,5,6 the Cu-O chains present a good exam
of a quasi-one-dimensional~1D! electronic conductor. In the
past two decades, 1D systems have been a playgroun
theoretical and experimental investigations of non-Fer
liquid behavior. Indeed, strong electron-electron interacti
present in 1D systems may lead to such a behavior and to
stabilization of a Luttinger-liquid state with the separation
low-energy charge and spin excitations.7

If probed by nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! or
nuclear quadrupole resonance~NQR!, the chains of Y123
and Y124 do not exhibit simple metallic behavior. For i
stance, the Cu Knight shift varies linearly with temperatu
and the spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1, increases approxi
mately with the temperature cubed, while, in a simple me
the Knight shift is temperature independent and 1/T1 in-
creases linearly with temperature.

In this paper, we describe an attempt to explain the p
zling behavior of the spin susceptibility of the chains
Y123 and Y124 by invoking the results of a theory treati
nuclear spin-lattice relaxation in 1D conductors.8 This theory
is based essentially on the results of the scaling theory for
quasi-1D correlated electron gas.9 It has been successfull
applied to quasi-1D organic metals, like TMTSF a
TMTTF salts,10 which are compounds made of weak
coupled organic metallic chains.
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~5!/3636~7!/$15.00
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II. NMR-NQR BASIC CONCEPTS AND EXPERIMENTAL

We have performed temperature-dependent copper N
and NMR and oxygen NMR experiments in Y124. For t
chain Cu nuclei, we have determined the63Cu NQR fre-
quency and linewidth~Figs. 1 and 2!, and the63Cu and65Cu
NQR spin-lattice relaxation rates, 1/T1 ~Fig. 3!, and the an-
isotropy of 63Cu NMR 1/T1 ~Table I!. For the 17O nuclei at
the apex oxygen sites, we measured the NMR 1/T1 ~Fig. 4!
and, at 100 K, its anisotropy, and the magnetic shift~Fig. 5!.

The 63Cu NQR frequency is given by

nQ5
e 63QVzz

2h
A11

1

3
h2, ~1!

whereeQ is the 63Cu quadrupole moment,Vzz is the largest
principle component of the electric-field-gradient~EFG! ten-
sor present at the Cu nucleus site, andh is the EFG’s asym-
metry parameter, which is nearly equal to one in our cas

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the63Cu NQR frequency
63nQ below 100 K. The inset shows the whole data set.
3636 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 60 3637SPIN AND CHARGE DYNAMICS IN THE Cu-O CHAINS . . .
The magnetic shiftKb of a NMR signal is measured whe
the external field is applied along theb direction.Kb is the
sum of the temperature-independent orbital contributionKorb

b

and the temperature-dependent Knight shiftKS
b(T), which is

proportional to the static uniform electronic spin susceptib
ity ~wave vectorq50, frequencyv50) x0

b :

KS
b~T!5

Hhf
b mB

2

2gN\
x0

b , ~2!

whereHhf
b is the hyperfine field in theb direction.

The spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 can be written as a
sum of two contributions:

1/T15RM1RQ . ~3!

The ‘‘magnetic relaxation rate’’RM is related to magnetic
field fluctuations at the nuclear site induced by the vale
electron spins, while the ‘‘quadrupolar relaxation rate’’RQ is
associated with EFG fluctuations which can arise from
lence electron and/or ionic charges. In general, in NQR,
magnetic contributionRM is given by the expression11

RM53kBT~g2/2mB
2 !(

q
F~q!x9~q,vQ!/vQ , ~4!

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxa
rate 1/T1 of 65Cu ~solid circles! and 63Cu ~open circles!.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the63Cu NQR linewidth
defined as full width at half height.
-

e

-
e

where F(q), called the form factor, is the square of th
Fourier-transformed hyperfine coupling constant, a
x9(q,vQ) is the imaginary part of the dynamic spin susce
tibility.

For details of the sample preparation and the performa
of the experiment, we refer to Ref. 12. In the experime
reported in Ref. 12, the temperature had been monitored
means of theT-dependent37Cl NQR frequency of KClO3
inserted in the Y124 sample. For technical reasons, in
present work we used the35Cl NQR line.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Copper data aboveTc

First, we decompose the Cu 1/T1 raw data~see Fig. 3!
into the magnetic and quadrupolar contribution. This can
accomplished sinceRM is proportional to the gyromagneti
ratio squaredg2, and RQ is proportional to the quadrupol
moment squared (eQ)2. Writing Eq. ~3! for both Cu iso-
topes, the following ratio can be formed:

65T1

63T1

5
63RM1 63RQ

65RM1 65RQ

5
11y

a1by
, ~5!

where the quotientsa565RM /63RM5(65g/63g)251.1477
andb565RQ /63RQ5(65Q/63Q)250.8562 are known. Hence
y563RQ /63RM can be calculated. The results of the deco
position are shown in Fig. 6. Note thatRQ is about one order
of magnitude smaller thanRM . The dashed line is a guide t
the eye while the solid curve represents a fit to be discus
later.

n
FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the apical oxygen s

lattice relaxation rate~solid circles! and the chain copper quadrupo
lar relaxation rate~open circles!.

TABLE I. 63Cu NMR spin-lattice relaxation rate data measur
with the external field applied along thea, b, and c directions,
respectively.

T ~K! T1,a ~ms! T1,b ~ms! T1,c ~ms!

29 44.3 38.7 40.7
89 10.48 9.17 12.68
299 1.98 2.62 2.71
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3638 PRB 60F. RAFFA et al.
1. Magnetic relaxation

Most attempts made up to now to choose an appropr
microscopic model for describing the low-energy excitatio
of the Cu-O chains3,4,13 took into account the structural an
electronic similarities between Cu chains and planes to t
advantage of the huge number of theoretical and experim
tal studies of the Cu planes. Among others, the similarities
these two systems include the following facts:~i! In both
systems, the Cu ion is coordinated by four oxygen ions;~ii !
At half band filling, both systems behave as a spin-1

2 Heisen-
berg antiferromagnet;14 ~iii ! According to NMR results, each
system has only one effective spin degree of freedom.15 Even
though, in principle, a three-band model is a more reali
model, one-band models are simpler to study, and the o
band Hubbard model can reproduce the low-energy spec
of the three-band model.16,17

For these reasons, one-band models have been intens
used for the Cu-O planes and one may employ a single
related band model also for the chains.

In view of the 1D character of the band and of the siza
electronic correlations, we consider the 1D electron-
model9 as most appropriate to analyze our data. In t
model, the direct electron-electron interaction is para
etrized in terms of four coupling constantsgi 51, . . . ,4 for left
and right moving fermions. In the limit of the Hubbar
model, these coupling constants all reduce to a single in
action parameterU. A peculiar characteristic of this model i

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the magnetic shift of
apical oxygen,17Kc ~open circles!, and of the chain Cu,65Kc ~solid
circles!.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the magnetic (RM) and qua-
drupolar (RQ) spin-lattice relaxation rate. The solid line is the res
of the analysis described in Sec. III A 1. The dashed line is a gu
to the eye.
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the complete separation of long-wavelength charge and
excitations, a phenomenon commonly called spin-cha
separation.

We describe the chain 1D band energy dispersion by
expression typical for a 1D conductor

E~k!52teff@12cos~kb0!#, ~6!

whereb0 is the lattice period andteff is an effective hopping
integral. In the case of strong correlation,teff can be written
as18

teff5
2t

11c H c1S 1

2
2 ln 2D F ~12c!22

sin2 pc

p2 G J , ~7!

where t is the hopping integral between nearest neighb
andc is the number of doped holes per chain copper-oxyg
unit. Assuming that all copper ions in the chain are Cu21

~Ref. 19! and the doped holes go into oxygen orbitals, o
getsc50.23.20

With c50.23, we obtainteff50.2t. In this case, one ha
kF5(p/2b0)(12c) and the Fermi energyEF and the den-
sity of states per one spin directionr(EF) become

EF52teff$12cos@p~12c!/2#%50.26t ~8!

and

r~EF!5@2pteff cos~pc/2!#2150.85/t, ~9!

respectively.
In a 1D metal, there are only two channels of magne

relaxation: those induced by quasiparticles withq.0 andq
.2kF . We thus write

RM5RM~q.0!1RM~q.2kF!, ~10!

where each term is given by Eq.~4! with the sums running
over q.0 andq.2kF , respectively.

The temperature behavior of the (q.0) and (q.2kF)
contributions have been determined by Bourbonnais who
plied the scaling theory to the 1D electron-gas mode8

RM(q.2kF)/T decreases with increasing temperature, wh
RM(q.0)/T increases and should dominate at sufficien
high temperature. In this model,RM(q.0) is related to the
uniform spin susceptibility,x0(T), by the following equa-
tions:

x0~T!52mB
2r~EF!/@12~2pvF

! !21g1~T!#, ~11!

g1~T!5g1 /@11~pvF
! !21g1 ln~E0/2kBT!#, ~12!

RM@q.0#5
3pHhf

2 kBT

4\mB
2

x0
2~T!, ~13!

where vF
!5udE/dkuk5kF

is the electronic group velocity

renormalized by umklapp processes andg1 is the electron-
electron coupling constant referring to backward scatteri
E0 is the bandwidth cutoff energy which determines the te
perature dependence of the spin susceptibility. Bourbon
assumedE0 to be twice thefree-electron Fermi energy, while
we prefer to useE0 as a free parameter. We stress that E

e

e
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~13! is a consequence of the dimensionality and electro
correlation of the system, and it should not be confused w
the Korringa relation.21

We will now show that theRM(q.0) contribution is
dominating the magnetic relaxation in Y124 at high tempe
tures. In Fig. 7, we have plotted our earlier Cu Knight-sh
data15 versus temperature. FromTc up to room temperature
which was the highest temperature reached in that exp
ment, Kc, and thereforex0(T), increases linearly withT.
Most likely, the linear dependence extends up to 360
which is the highest temperature where we measuredT1. In
Fig. 8, the temperature dependence of both (RM /T)1/2 and
(1/T1T)1/2 are displayed. Above 130 K, both quantities va
linearly with temperature. This is what one expects from E
~13! if the q.0 contribution prevails in the magnetic rela
ation. By using previous relaxation data22 that extend up to
650 K, the inset of Fig. 8 shows that the linear relation
(1/T1T)1/2 with T holds even up to the highest temperatu
reached in those experiments.

The deviation of (RM /T)1/2, below 130 K, from a linear
relation presumably comes from the increasing weight of
2kF contribution. The possibility that this deviation aris
from a crossover to 3D correlations can be ruled out, sin
in such a case, not only (RM /T)1/2 but alsox0(T) and there-
fore Kc would change their temperature dependence.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the magnetic shift65Kc

taken from Ref. 15. The solid line is the result of the analy
described in Sec. III A 1. The broken line is the extrapolation of
solid line for temperatures lower thanTc .

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of63(1/T1T)1/2 ~solid circles!
and 63(RM /T)1/2 ~open circles! for chain copper. The solid lines ar
guides to the eye to stress the linear temperature dependence
data above 130 K. The inset shows the corresponding Cu da
Ref. 22.
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To check the consistency of the 1D electron-gas mod
we extract quantitative information on the Cu chain syst
by fitting the Cu shift and relaxation data,65Kc and 63RM ,
respectively, to Eqs.~2!, ~11!, ~12!, and~13!, whereHhf , c,
g1 , E0 , t, andKorb

c are adjustable parameters. However,
three of them we choose values known from other cha
plane experiments. We takeHhf5A12B'120 kOe/mB by
adopting the Y123 plane Cu values for both the on-site
perfine field in theab directions,A'31 kOe/mB , and the
transferred field,B'43 kOe/mB .23 For the on-site electronic
repulsion, we takeU55.4 eV valid for the plane,17 and set
g15U55.4 eV~Hubbard model limit!. As mentioned above
the value of c has been experimentally determined asc
50.23.20 Thus, the fit of both theKc and RM data is per-
formed with three adjustable parameters for which we
tained:t50.67 eV,Korb

c 50.085%, andE050.34 eV. The fit
is remarkably good as seen in Figs. 7 and 6.

The numerical results of the fit agree very well with da
obtained elsewhere. Ourt value is very close tot50.82 eV
determined from the exact diagonalization for the Cu
chain system in YBa2Cu3O61x .13 The E0 value amounts to
twice the Fermi energy of thecorrelated system, EF50.17
eV, obtained from Eq.~8!, and not to twice the Fermi energ
of the free-electron gas. Therefore, we suggest that the ri
choice forE0 in Eq. ~13! is E052EF .

2. Quadrupolar relaxation

There are various mechanisms which can be respons
for the relatively small quadrupolar contributionRQ to the
total Cu relaxation rate@see Eq.~3!#. If the relaxation were
caused by phonons, one would expect theRQ temperature
dependence to obey a power law with a very large expon
at temperatures much below the Debye temperature, a
power two at temperatures above the Debye temperatur24

Obviously, this is not what happens, rather the experime
data reveals a linear temperature dependence. Furtherm
the relaxation rateRQ is too large to originate from phonons
Thus, we can safely exclude the phononic origin of the q
drupolar relaxation.

In a metal with non-s conduction electrons, the quadrup
lar relaxation due to the charge carriers is finite and can
comparable to their magnetic dipolar contribution.25 In the
absence of other relaxation channels, we believe that th
the origin of the quadrupolar relaxation in the Cu chains.
this point we want to stress thatRM and RQ have different
temperature dependences as seen in Fig. 6. This diffe
behavior, which is not expected for a simple metal, is
indication for the separation of spin and charge excitatio
expected in the framework of the 1D electron gas model
such a case,RQ would be related to the spectral density
holons. We will return to this point in Sec. III C.

B. Copper data belowTc

We now consider the chains at temperatures belowTc .
The rapid decrease of the Knight shift, starting just atTc ~see
Fig. 7!, strongly indicates that at the superconducting tran
tion, taking place in the Cu planes, also the chains get in
new state. The most natural explanation of this result wo
be that also the chains become superconducting, and th
due to the proximity effect. Since the superconducting st
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is a 3D state, the chain electronic system, in order to bec
superconducting, has to switch from 1D to 3D behavior. T
could happen through a 1D-3D crossover taking place ab
Tc , which, however, is unlikely, becauseKS , and therefore
x0, retain their linear temperature dependence down to a
degrees aboveTc . Hence, the most likely possibility is tha
at Tc , the chains undergo atransition from a 1D to a 3D
state, driven by the change in the electronic properties of
planes.

That the chain Knight shift drop atTc relates to the su-
perconducting transition in the planes, is also supported
the following facts. The presence of a sufficiently strong e
ternal magnetic field applied perpendicular to the cha
along thea direction is able to suppress coherent transp
along thec direction,5 i.e., to decouple the chains from th
planes. Furthermore, the same external magnetic field
presses the drop in the chain Knight shift, as it is clear fr
the chain Cu and O magnetic shift data in Ref. 15. These
facts together suggest that when the chains are decou
from the planes by virtue of the external magnetic field,
new chain phase belowTc gets at least partially suppresse
This is consistent with the idea of superconductivity in t
chains through the proximity effect.

Recently, Gre´vin et al.1 have published convincing evi
dence for the presence of a charge-density wave~CDW!
phase transition in the chains of PrBa2Cu3O7. In a subse-
quent work,2 they also suggest the presence of a CDW ph
transition belowTc in the chains of Y1237, even though th
evidence in this case is much less convincing. In case
Y124, the smooth passing of the chain Cu NQR linewid
acrossTc ~Fig. 2! does not lend support to the idea of a tr
CDW transition. In this case, below the CDW transition te
perature, the CDW produced modulation of the EFG wo
distinctly show up in a sudden increase of the linewidth. T
increase would be particularly evident since the chain
NQR linewidth of the present study is unprecedentedly n
row ~Fig. 2!. However, we cannot exclude the presence
short-range CDW correlations that slowly increase by
creasing temperature.

The small anomalyand the change in the temperatu
dependence of the NQR frequency detected atTc ~Fig. 1!
must be connected with the lattice anomalies atTc detected
with various other experimental techniques.26 They are the
sign of a strong electron-phonon coupling of the electron
the planes and, perhaps, in the chains. In Y123, a similar
larger anomaly atTc in the chain CunQ has been found.2

There still remain some problems unresolved. For
stance, the question whyRM is only slightly affected by the
occurrence of superconductivity awaits an answer. In
context, it is interesting to note that, also belowTc , RQ does
not scale withRM but seems to be suppressed more rapi
thanRM by the onset of superconductivity.

C. Apex oxygen data

The apical oxygen in high-temperature superconductor
probably the nuclear site least studied by NMR. The ap
oxygen magnetic shift scales with the chain Cu magn
shift ~Fig. 5!, but not with that of the plane. This indicate
that the 2p apex oxygen orbitals overlap only slightly wit
the plane Cu 3d orbitals. Surprisingly, 1/T1 of apex oxygen
e
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scales neither with chain Cu nor with plane Cu 1/T1, but with
the quadrupolar relaxationRQ of the chain copper~see Fig.
4!. This implies that the electric-field-gradient fluctuatio
presumably induced by the holons in the chains~see Sec.
III A 2 ! are also responsible for the apex oxygen relaxatio

That the apex oxygen relaxation is mainly of quadrupo
origin, is also supported by its anisotropy. AtT592 K, we
measured the relaxation timesT1a with the external mag-
netic field applied in thea direction. Fora5a,b,c, we ob-
tain the ratio

1

T1c
:

1

T1b
:

1

T1a
50.38:0.63:1,

where T1c55 s. At least three relaxation mechanisms a
possible: first, the dipolar and, second, the transferredmag-
netic relaxation due to spin fluctuations of the quasilocaliz
copper 3dz22y2 holes in the chains, and, third, thequadru-
polar relaxation due to charge carriers. All these relaxat
channels induce different anisotropies. While the transfer
magnetic relaxation is expected to be almost isotropic,
other two are not. Let us assume an isotropically fluctuat
magnetic moment at the Cu~1! site. It will produce, at the
apex oxygen site, a fluctuating magnetic field whosec-axis
component is twice as large as the others. For this reason
expect for dipolar magnetic relaxation of the apex oxyg
1/T1c :1/T1b :1/T1a50.4:1:1. For thequadrupolar relaxation
anisotropy due to a breathing mode, we exp
1/T1c :1/T1b :1/T1a50.02:0.7:1 as described in the Appe
dix.

Both magnetic dipolar and quadrupolar mechanis
would induce a relaxation anisotropy not far from the o
experimentally determined. We stress that in estimating
quadrupolar relaxation anisotropy, we used a crude appr
mation for the real fluctuations by considering only abreath-
ing mode and assuming in-phase EFG fluctuations. In cas
EFG fluctuations with symmetry lower than that of a brea
ing mode,W2,c would be increased with respect to the oth
two components, hence bringing the estimate closer to
experimental ratio. Thus, we conclude that only relaxat
through quadrupolar interactions is able to explain con
tently the temperature dependenceand the anisotropy of the
apex oxygen 1/T1.

This relaxation rate can be determined with quite a go
accuracy, which contrasts with the difficulty of extractin
reliably the quadrupolar contribution to the chain Cu rela
ation, in particular at high temperature where the Cu m
netic relaxation background increases rapidly. Therefore,
information about the holon spectral density might be e
tracted with more precision from apex oxygen spin-latt
relaxation experiments to be performed in the future.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the static and dynamic spin susc
tibility of the Cu chains in YBa2Cu4O8 as determined by
63,65Cu magnetic shift and spin-lattice relaxation rate can
described quantitatively within the framework of the 1
electron-gas model.9,8 In particular, the puzzling temperatur
dependence of the spin susceptibility is due to the low
mensionality and the electronic correlations of the syste
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We have determined experimentally the temperature de
dence of the Cu quadrupolar spin-lattice relaxation rateRQ
and ascribed it to the long-wavelength charge excitation
the system. The charge excitations, according to the
electron-gas model, are separated from the spin excitat
~spin-charge separation!.

The spin-lattice relaxation rate of the apical oxygen ari
from the electric-field-gradient fluctuations caused by m
ing charge carriers in the chains. The chain CuRQ and the
apex oxygen relaxation results wait to be compared w
future theoretical predictions for the temperature depende
of the charge susceptibility in a 1D correlated electron g

Finally, we showed that the drop in the chain’s magne
shift atTc seems to be related to the occurrence of superc
ductivity in the chains through the proximity effect. Our e
perimental findings are not compatible with a charge-den
wave transition in the chains. Such a transition has b
discovered in the chains of PrBa2Cu3O7,1 and has been sug
gested for the chains of YBa2Cu3O7.2
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APPENDIX: ANISOTROPY OF THE QUADRUPOLAR
RELAXATION IN THE CASE OF A BREATHING MODE

In this appendix, we will estimate the anisotropy of t
apex oxygen relaxation if this arises from the ‘‘breathi
mode’’ to be defined below. Within the framework of firs
order perturbation theory, the transition probabilitiesW1 and
W2 are related to the downward transition probabilities b27

Wm˜m215W1

~2m21!2~ I 2m11!~ I 1m!

2I ~2I 21!2
,

Wm˜m225W2

~ I 1m21!~ I 2m11!~ I 2m12!~ I 1m!

2I ~2I 21!2
.

W1 and W2 themselves are the Fourier transforms of t
correlation function of the fluctuating EFG:
v.

H.

. B
n-

of
D
ns

s
-

h
ce
.
c
n-

ty
n

-
s
r-

W15aE
2`

`

dt ^V11~t!V21~0!& exp~2 ivm21,mt!,

W25aE
2`

`

dt ^V12~t!V22~0!& exp~2 ivm22,mt!.

Here, ^ & signifies an ensemble average,a5(eQ/\)2, and
vm21,m andvm22,m are the frequencies for the correspon
ing transitions.V61 andV62 stand for the abbreviation

V615Vxz6 iVyz ,

V625
1

2
~Vxx2Vyy!6 iVxy ,

where theVi j ( i , j 5x,y,z) are the components of the EF
tensor in a frame with the polar axisz parallel to the externa
magnetic field,B0.

In the following, we will assume that the EFG fluctuation
do not affect the orientation of the EFG principle axis, th
means the EFG tensor is not ‘‘tumbling’’ due to fluctuation
We will call such fluctuations the breathing mode.

For apex oxygen, the static principle axes of the EF
coincide with the crystallographic axes.28 When applyingB0
along these axes, it follows immediately thatW1[0 for a
breathing mode because theVi j , iÞ j are exactly zero for
this setup. Therefore, onlyW2 remains to be estimated. Sinc
the axes of the laboratory frame are a permutation of
principle axes of the EFG, the following relations hold:

W2,c}~Vx8,x82Vy8,y8!
2, B0ic,

W2,a}~Vy8,y82Vz8,z8!
2, B0ia,

W2,b}~Vz8,z82Vx8,x8!
2, B0ib,

where primed variables refer to the frame of the princip
axes of the EFG.

By using the static components of the EFG as determi
by Mangelschotset al.,28 we now can estimate the aniso
ropy of the quadrupolar spin-lattice relaxation of the ap
oxygen. We get

W2,c :W2,b :W2,a50.02:0.7:1.
,
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